
Asbestos Incident Response Protocol

In case of an incident involving asbestos (see non-exhaustive list 
below), follow these steps.  If you are not sure, err on the side of 
caution.

- Water infiltration, damage, floods
- Issues with ceiling tiles (collapsed, damaged, cracked, wet, missing)
- Visible damages or openings within ceilings and walls not present before
- Presence of debris or degraded construction materials (incl. abnormal presence of dust)
- Discovery or disturbance of suspected asbestos-containing materials
- Any construction or maintenance activity that may not be following asbestos-related procedures such 
as:

- Worker without proper personal protective equipment in asbestos zone
- Individual with personal protective equipment works or circulates outside the asbestos zone
- Asbestos enclosure compromised (polyethelene plastic detached or torn)
- Package labeled "asbestos" or yellow waste bag is found

1. Protect yourself first, e.g., leave the immediate area and go to a safe location.

2. Protect others, e.g., keep everyone out of the area.

3. Contain the issue if you can, e.g., close the door.

4. Report the situation to the Facilities Call Centre

514-398-4555

Facilities Centre Call will provide first-line support by 1) asking you key 
questions to assess the situation, 2) determining the appropriate response 
level, and 3) giving you first-level instructions.  
See below the back-end process for information.

Facilities Call Centre (or Security Operations Centre during silent 
hours) 

Asks screening questions using the Triage Checklist about:
(1) nature of incident
(2) location and type of space
(3) the likely cause of the incident, if known

Facilities Call Centre (or Security Operations Centre during silent 
hours)

Determines:
(1) if immediate response is required 
(2) instructions for caller

TRIAGE

REGULAR HOURS
Facilities Call Centre performs first 
triage, gives first-level instructions, and 
creates work order:

(1) instructs person to leave and bar off the area.
(2) creates work order and assigns it to a Lead Supervisor 
(trades or building services, depending) to assess the 
situation
(3) creates ticket in JIRA, adds the WO reference, and sends 
both WO and JIRA ticket numbers to Lead Supervisor
(4) asks Building Director (back-up: Security Services) to 
close area
(5) asks Building Director (back-up: Building Services) to post 
signage
(6) sends area closure notice to the following send list:
- Building Director
- EHS (ehs@mcgill.ca)
- Security Services
- Trades Sector Supervisor
- HVAC Sector supervisor
- Building Services - Building Services 
(BuildingServicesOperations@campus.mcgill.ca)

CATEGORY 1 INCIDENT
REQUIRES IMMEDIATE ATTENTION

CATEGORY 2 INCIDENTS
REQUIRES IMMEDIATE ATTENTION AND ESCALATION

NOT AN EMERGENCY
DOES NOT REQUIRE IMMEDIATE ATTENTION

IMMEDIATE INVESTIGATION REQUIRED

INCIDENT DOES NOT REQUIRE IMMEDIATE ATTENTION

These types of incidents do not require immediate 
attention:

- incident is localized;
- situation has no potential to evolve;
- the area can be closed without any major disruption 
(i.e., area isn't critical to support academic, research, 
administrative mission; issue can be contained within 
closed area with no risk of spreading to adjacent areas);
- no immediate danger to health and safety.

Lead Trade Supervisor assesses 
required remediation work  and 
escalates if need be:

(1) goes on site wearing appropriate PPE,
(2) validates that incident has been categorized 
appropriately
(3) if incident is the result of an ongoing construction 
project, escalated to Project Management
(4) assesses if issue must be escalated to EHS; if so, must 
use the JIRA ticket number requested by FCC
(5) if issue does not need to be escalated to EHS, 
assesses priority of intervention relative to overall 
workload and follows FMAS Operations Standard 
Operating Procedure to proceed to remediation work 
under appropriate abestos risk level.
(6) if Lead is Operations, coordinates post-work general 
clean-up with Building Services
(7) updates information on WO so that FCC can 
communicate scope of intervention to Building Director 
at end of process
(8) if remediation work expected to take more than 48 
hrs, asks FCC to send closure update to users
(9) when remediation work (incl. clean-up) is completed, 
requests clearance to reopen space to EHS
(10) if remediation work was under moderate risk by 
external company, arrange for air sampling to ensure 
area fit for reopening and share result with EHS
(11) when remediation work (incl. clean-up) is 
completed, updates information on WO and JIRA ticket

Lead Supervisor coordinates area 
reopening:

(1) asks Security Services to remove the signage and formally 
reopen the space
(2) asks FCC to send space reopening notice

Space is back online.  End of process.

These types of incidents require immediate attention:

- incident is localized to less than one entire floor of a 
building;
- situation is not evolving,
 - issue is contained,
- the area can be closed without any major disruption 
(i.e., area isn't critical to support academic, research,  
administrative mission; issue can be contained within 
one closed area with no risk of spreading to adjacent 
areas; restricted area is less than one entire floor of a 
building);
- concerns for health and safety, though no immediate 
risk.

Category 1 incidents meet the following criteria:
- incident is localized (affects up to one entire floor or one 
small building),
- incident has some impact on academic, research, or 
administrative activities (during silent hours: is anticipated 
to impact next-day activities),
- situation has little potential to evolve, 
- requires coordinated response.

Category 2 incidents meet the following criteria:
- incident is larger in scale (affects more than one floor of a 
building or more than one small buildings),
- incident has disruptive impacts on academic, research, or 
administrative units,
- situation is evolving,
- inident poses direct threat to life and safety, property, or 
reputation.

Incident reported by trade person, cleaner, security agent 
patrolling bldg, project manager, EHS, etc.

SILENT HOURS
Security Operations Centre performs 
triage, gives first-level instructions, 
and ispatches First-on-Location team:

(1) instructs person to leave and close the area.
(2) dispatches security agents to secure the area
(3) calls in Building Services as First-on-Location 
responders and dispatches Trades (Operations) and adds 
incident to incident report for FCC to open work order in 
the morning
(4) creates ticket in JIRA to inform EHS of the situation, 
shares JIRA ticket number with Building Services 
Supervisor
(5) escalates to IMT/EOC if conditions are met
(6) informs the following stakeholders that the area is 
closed pending investigation:
- Building Director
- EHS (ehs@mcgill.ca)
- Trades Sector Supervisors incl. on-call
-  HVAC Sector Supervisors
- Building Services incl. on-call
(BuildingServicesOperations@campus.mcgill.ca)
- FMAS Communications Manager

Building Services Supervisor conducts 
impact assessment, deploys 
resources, and escalates if need be:

As per the Building Services SOP on First-on-Location 
Response
(1) Building Services employee goes on site with proper 
PPE and secures area with danger tape.
(2) Building Services employee reports incident to 
supervisor.
(3) Building Supervisor reports incident to Security 
Services.
(4) conducts impact assessment (area closure perimeter, 
criticality of space, asbestos risk, impact of closure on 
activities, and potential closure duration)
(5) if no concern for asbestos, assigns proper services 
(cleaning, trades, etc.)
(6) if concern about asbestos, updates ticket in JIRA to 
request support from EHS  (urgent inspection, 
confirmation of perimeter, risk level)
(7) if ventilation shut down is required to prevent fibres 
from spreading, calls HVAC Supervisor (on-call during 
silent hours).
(8) if incident is caused by construction project, contact 
Project Management.
(9) if work requires remediation from Trades, calls 
Supervisor (on-call during silent hours).
(10) updates FCC on situation who will send an update to 
Building Director for building users
(11) reports situation to Dir., Building Services who will 
escalate to IMT/EOC if need be.

Trades Supervisor coordinates 
remediation work:

(1) goes on site wearing proper PPE,
(2) takes immediates measures to install enclosure if 
required
(3) schedules remediation work as per priority of 
intervention relative to overall workload and depending 
on criticality of area as per impact assessment
(4) proceeds to remediation work under appropriate 
asbestos risk level following FMAS Operations Standard 
Operating Procedure
(5) if remediation work was under moderate risk by 
external company, arrange for air sampling to ensure 
area fit for reopening and share result with EHS
(6) updates information on WO so that FCC can 
communicate scope of intervention to Building Director 
at end of process
(7) coordinates post-work general clean-up with Building 
Services

Building Services Supervisor coordinates 
clean-up before re-entry:

(1) proceeds to clean-up under appropriate risk level, as 
assessed during impact assessment
(2) informs FCC of completion of clean-up and that space is 
ready to go back on line pending EHS approval
(3) updates information on JIRA ticket
(4) requests clearance to reopen space from EHS
(5) reports with Building Services management as per 
internal procedures 

Facilities Management and Ancillary Services

Version 4 - issued 2024-01-29

Incident reported by user

Environmental Health and Safety 
validates if space is safe for re-entry:

(1) validates if space is fit for re-entry, requires corrections if 
inspection isn't satisfactory
(2) if there was an enclosure, gives clearance to Lead 
Supervisor to remove it
(3) informs Lead Supervisor space is safe for re-entry

Incident Management Team

(1) IMT structure is deployed.
(2) Special considerations must be given to:
- floods and water damage that could disturb asbestos 
containing materials and spread asbestos fibers;
- dust and fibers that could be sprayed by ventilation 
systems.
(3) All activities coordinated by IMT lead.
(4) All communications managed by IMT 
communications resource.

ESCALATION to Building Services if further 
assessment is required

REGULAR HOURS
Facilities Call Centre performs first 
triage, gives first-level instructions to 
callers, and dispatches First-on-
Location team:

(1) instructs person to leave and close the area and if 
possible, to evacuate the area seemingly impacted 
(suites, floor, etc.) until first responders come on site
(2) creates work order, dispatches Building Services as 
First-on-Location responders and dispatches Trades 
(Operations)
(3) creates ticket in JIRA, adds the WO reference 
number, and sends both WO and JIRA ticket numbers to 
Building Services Supervisor
(4) sends area closure notice to the following send list:
- Building Director
- EHS (ehs@mcgill.ca)
- Security Services
- Trades Sector Supervisor
- HVAC Sector supervisor
- Building Services - Building Services 
(BuildingServicesOperations@campus.mcgill.ca)

INCIDENT REQUIRES IMMEDIATE ATTENTION

ESCALATION to IMT/EOC if conditions are met

ESCALATION to IMT/EOC if 
conditions are met

INCIDENT UNLIKELY TO BE DIRECTLY ESCALATED AT THIS STAGE

Incident reported to supervisor/management and requiring 
an escalation to IMT/EOC structure

Emergency Operations Centre / 
Incident Command

(1) EOC/IC structure is deployed.
(2) Special considerations must be given to:
- floods and water damage that could disturb asbestos 
containing materials and spread asbestos fibers;
- dust and fibers that could be sprayed by ventilation 
systems.
(3) All activities coordinated by IC.
(4) All communications managed by EOC.

Building Services Supervisor coordinates 
area reopening:

(1) asks Building Services to remove signage and Security 
Services formally reopen the space
(2) asks FCC to send space reopening notice

Space is back online.  End of process.

Environmental Health and Safety 
validates if space is safe for re-entry:

(1) validates if space is fit for re-entry, requires corrections if 
inspection isn't satisfactory
(2) if there was an enclosure, gives clearance to Lead 
Supervisor to remove it
(3) informs Lead Supervisor space is safe for re-entry

IMT coordinates mitigation response 
and communications to users

IMT coordinates remediation work 
and communications to users

Environmental Health and Safety 
validates if space is safe for re-entry:

(1) validates if space is fit for reentry, requires corrections if 
inspection isn't satisfactory
(2) informs IMT space is safe for re-entry.

IMT coordinates space reopening and 
communications with users.

Space is back online.  End of process.

EOC/IC coordinate mitigation 
response and communications to 
users

EOC/IC coordinate remediation work 
and communications to users

Environmental Health and Safety 
validates if space is safe for re-entry:

(1) validates if space is fit for reentry, requires corrections if 
inspection isn't satisfactory
(2) informs IMT space is safe for re-entry.

EOC/IC coordinates space reopening and 
communications with users.

Space is back online.  End of process.

HIGH-LEVEL DESCRIPTION OF BACKEND 
PROCESSES AND ASSOCIATED OPERATING 
PROCEDURES:
- First-level assessment and response by FCC/SOC using Asbestos 
Incident Triage Checklist (IN DEVELOPMENT)
- Information shared between SOC and FCC as per Security 
Services SOP on Maintenance Deficiencies (ACTIVE)
- Assessment and mitigation response by Building Services as per 
First-on-Location SOP (DRAFT FOR REVIEW)
- Remediation work by lead trade assigned to work (trades, 
cleaners, etc.) as per SOP on How to Work Safely under Asbestos 
Conditions (DRAFT FOR REVIEW), currently as per the Directive to 
Proceed with Caution with Asbestos-Related Work (ACTIVE)
- Validation of remediation work by EHS before authorizing re-
entry
- For all incidents not requiring an IMT/EOC structure, 
communications with Building Directors managed by FCC using 
email templates (UNDER REVIEW).  FCC communications relayed 
to building users by Building Directors 
- Escalation processes defined

PROCESSES IN GREY are not currently 
implemented/fully implemented.  They will 
gradually be implemented starting January 2024 
as the different stakeholders are trained on the 
new process.

FCC sends space reopening notice:

(1) informs Building Director (and original send list) of work 
performed and that area is reopen
(2) Building Director informs building users

FCC sends update if closure expected to 
last longer than 48 hours:

(1) FCC sends closure update to Building Director
(2) Building Director sends update to building users

If closure expected to last longer than 48 
hours:

(1) FCC sends closure update to Building Director
(2) Building Director sends update to building users

FCC sends update  if closure expected to 
last longer than 48 hours:

(1) FCC sends closure update to Building Director
(2) Building Director sends update to building users

FCC sends space reopening notice:

(1) informs Building Director (and original send list) of work 
performed and that area is reopen
(2) Building Director informs building users

IMPACT ASSESSMENT:
- Determine perimeter of incident
- Determine if incident is evolving or not
- Determine asbestos risk level using the registry
- Determine criticality of area in support of academic, research, 
administrative activities (i.e., understand what area is used for)
- Determine impact of area closure on activities
- Determine potential duration of area closure
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